The local structure of superconducting single crystals of K 0.8 Fe 1.6+x Se 2 with Tc = 32.6 K was studied by x-ray absorption spectroscopy. Near-edge spectra reveal that the average valence of Fe is 2+. The room temperature structure about the Fe, K and Se sites was examined by iron, selenium and potassium K-edge measurements. The structure about the Se and Fe sites shows a high degree of order in the nearest neighbor Fe-Se bonds. On the other hand, the combined Se and K local structure measurements reveal a very high level of structural disorder in the K layers. Temperature dependent measurements at the Fe sites show that the Fe-Se atomic correlation follows that of the Fe-As correlation in the superconductor LaFeAsO 0.89 F 0.11 -having the same effective Einstein temperature (stiffness). In K 0.8 Fe 1.6+x Se 2 , the nearest neighbor Fe-Fe bonds has a lower Einstein temperature and higher structural disorder than in LaFeAsO 0.89 F 0.11 . The moderate Fe site and high K site structural disorder is consistent with the high normal state resistivity seen in this class of materials. For higher shells, an enhancement of the second nearest neighbor Fe-Fe interaction is found just below Tc and suggests that correlations between Fe magnetic ion pairs beyond the first neighbor are important in models of magnetic order and superconductivity in these materials.
temperature curve in the region between ~100 K and 300 K. The magnetic moment on the Fe site is ~3.31  B , the largest of the FeAs and FeSe based systems, and antiferromagnetic order onsets near ~ 550 K. There is evidence for ordered Fe vacancies [9] . 57 Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy measurements indicate that the ordered magnetic state persists below Tc [10] . X-ray diffraction measurements on single crystals suggest an intrinsic phase separation between a majority non-superconducting x x 1 Fe defect ordered phase and a minority x x 1 superconducting phase [11] .
Understanding the structural changes at the distinct Fe, Se and K ion sites is central to distinguish the important structural components which support superconductivity, when compared with the better characterized LaFeAsO 1-x F x. system. Hence, the local structure of superconducting single crystals of K 0.8 Fe 1.6+x Se 2 with Tc = 32.6 K was studied by x-ray absorption spectroscopy. Near-edge spectra reveal that the average valence of Fe is 2+. The room temperature structure about the Fe, K and Se sites was examined by iron, selenium and potassium K-edge measurements. The structure about the Se and Fe sites shows a high degree of order in the nearest neighbor Fe-Se bonds. For higher shells, enhancement of the second nearest neighbor Fe-Fe interaction is found just below Tc and suggests that correlations between
Fe magnetic ion pairs beyond the first neighbor are important.
II. Experimental Methods
High quality single crystal samples of K 0.8 Fe 2 Se 2 synthesized by the unidirectional solidification method [12] , were extracted 60 to 70 mm from the edge of a 200 mm long crystal bar and were characterized by magnetization and magneto-resistivity measurements. The onset of the transition was at T c = 32.6 K, with a transition width T c = 0.3 K (10%-90%) , as seen in Fig. 1(b) . X-ray absorption spectra were measured in florescence mode at the National Synchrotron Light Source beamlines X3B (Fe K-edge, 19 K to 300 K), X11A (Se K-edge, room temperature) and X15B (K K-ege, room temperature) at Brookhaven National Laboratory. To reduce the possibility of reaction of the samples with oxygen or moisture, samples were kept in pure Ar (99.9999%) environment in all time prior to quick , transfer of the samples from the glove box to the experimental x-ray sample chambers. Fe KEdge measurements were conducted with the sample under vacuum conditions with base pressures < 10 -6 millibar. Measurements at the K K-edge were conducted in a He environment and the Se K-edge measurement was conducted with the sample in a vacuum sealed container. No changes in x-ray spectra were found between successive data scans. Also, no changes were found when comparing data taken at the beginning and end of the complete measurements cycles.
The Se K-edge measurements were conducted with a Lytle type fluorescence detector using an
As Z-1 filter (6 absorption lengths) for elastic scatter suppression. The K K-edge spectra were collected with a Si(Li) single element solid state detector and the Fe K-edge data were collected with at 31 Element Ge solid detector using Mn Z-1 Mn filters (9 absorption lengths) for elastic scatter suppression. All data were corrected for self-absorption using the method of Ref. [13] . The measurements were conducted with the single crystal c-axis held ~45° to the incident x-ray beam with the crystal c-axis in the plane of the synchrotron ring. Temperature dependent Fe K-edge measurements were made on warming the single crystal from 19 K on the cold finger of a Displex TM cryostat. The uncertainty in temperature is < 0.25 K.
Two to six scans were taken at each temperature. A Fe foil reference was employed for energy calibration at the Fe K-Edge. The reduction of the x-ray absorption fine-structure (XAFS) data was performed using standard procedures [14] . For the fits to the Fe K-edge temperature dependent data, to treat the distribution on equal footing at all temperatures, the spectra were modeled in R-space by optimizing the integral of the product of the radial distribution functions and theoretical spectra with respect to the measured spectra [15] at each temperature as done in Ref [16] . Theoretical spectra for atomic shells [17] were derived from the crystal structure data [18] . The predicted trends in the fits and model spectra of 
III. Results and Discussion
To determine the valence of the sample the near edge spectra or threshold spectra (called [20] , are non-centrosymmetric with d-p hybridization allowed and their pre-edges are both seen to be substantially enhanced in intensity.
In Fig. 1(a) we show the crystal structure of K 0.8 Fe 1.6+x Se 2 without defects on the Fe and K sites for reference to the structural discussions. The local structure about the Fe, Se and K sites was examined by x-ray room temperature at the iron K-edge, the selenium K-edge and the potassium K-edge measurements. In Fig. 3 we show the curves of the measured data and a corresponding model based on diffraction models as mentioned above. The experimental data are displayed as solid lines and the model curves are displayed as dashed lines. With respect the structure about Fe (Fig. 3(a) ), the first peak in the Fourier transform (XAFS structure function) has two components from Fe-Se and Fe-Fe (first Fe-Fe correlation) bonds. While the model curve exhibits a shoulder on high R side of the first peak, corresponding to Fe-Fe, this peak is suppressed in the experimental spectrum. As will be seen in the temperature dependent data below, this is due to static disorder in the Fe layer. The Fe-Se nearest neighbor peak has a profile which matches qualitatively that of the model, on the other hand. Beyond the first peak there are higher order shells corresponding to the second neighbor Fe-Fe bond, the Fe-K bond and the Fe-Se bond. Analysis of consecutive scans and adjustments of the Fourier transform range to ascertain truncation effects reveal that the weak peak as the second neighbor Fe-Fe bond, the Fe-K bond and the Fe-Se bonds in the data are real. However, they are suppressed indicating a high level of disorder in this material. Note that all of these bonds correspond to the same Fe 2 Se 2 layer.
With respect to the Se sites one can see in Fig. 3 that the first shell about Se is Fe and the second shell would contain K. In Fig. 3(b) we see the structure function for the local structure with respect to the Se sites. The first peak, composed only of Se-Fe bonds, is a close match with the qualitative model and the data show that the Fe-Se bonds have a low level of disorder. The second shell about Se corresponds to the Se-K bond and in this region there is negligible amplitude. This indicates a very high level of disorder in the K layers which will be seen in the K K-edge measurements. Near the Se-Se shell some non negligible amplitude is present while none exists for the Se-Fe peak.
In Fig. 3(c) we see the local structure about the K site compared to the model. A very low signal for the structure about K sites is measured. The first neighbor (typically the dominant XAFS signal) is Se, as can be seen from Fig. 1(a) . In addition, no signals for higher order peaks such as K-Fe are found.
The high level of order of the Se site seen in the Fe K-edge measurements and the absence of the Se-K peak combined with these results at the K K-edge support a model of very high structural disorder of the K sites (potassium layer). More information about the system with respect to the superconducting state and the static disorder in the Fe layer can be obtained from temperature dependent Fe K-edge x-ray measurements.
In Fig. 4 , we show the Fourier transform data at the Fe K-edge between 27 K and 31.5 K. The region shown is between 3 Å and 3.7 Å (see Fig. 3 (a) and the structural figure in 1(a) ) and corresponds to the second neighbor Fe-Fe distance (see Fig. 2 ) in the same Fe layer. What is observed is that there is an enhancement of the Fe-Fe correlation near 29K, just below the transition to the superconducting state.
The result suggests that understanding the magnetic order near the superconducting state requires a model which properly treats magnetic interaction between Fe sites significantly beyond the first neighbor Fe-Fe interactions .
We fit the first peak in the temperature dependent data between 19 K and 300 K to determine the 
IV. Summary
Near-edge spectra reveal that the average valence of Fe is 2+. The local structure about the Se and 
